Apply to Nov 18 No exp. Disability Support Worker (Untaxed) (Paris)
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compensation: �15 <br />type d'emploi: Temps partiel <br />I am a woman with a disability and
I use a wheelchair. I am a writer living in the 15th, near Metro Pasteur. This part-time position is
to assist me with my personal care needs and light household duties. It is not live-in. Full
training is provided so experience is unnecessary. Training & Probation pay is �12 ($AU18)
After-probation pay (Paris) is �15 ($AU23). Untaxed. <p>You need to between approx 165cm
(5'4") to 177cm (5'10"). This is because of the type of transfers that I do. You must live in Paris
and/or be able to arrive at work within 45 minutes, mainly for your benefit due to early starts.
English does not have to be your first language, however you must be able to read and speak it
well. </p><p>You will have 7 shifts a week (15-18 hours), both AM and PM, each week over 4
to 5 days. Morning shifts begin at 5:30 AM for 3 to 4 hours. The night bus (extremely safe early
in the morning), cycling or walking etc will get you to work on time. Evening shifts are short and
have a varying start time in the late evening. </p><p>You will always have at least 2
consecutive days off each week but work every second weekend (AM & PM). You need to be
fit, 100% healthy, enjoy an active job, be reliable, have empathy, and enjoy taking initiative.
Women only can apply due to the nature of the work. Travel opportunities are
available.</p><p>Please apply by email expressing your interest - to Sandra.
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